
How graduates succeed at Gateley Legal

Forward thinking.
Straight talking.

Ambitious for 
your success.



The most visible difference is our innovative and entrepreneurial 
approach to providing legal services. But look more deeply and 
there are significant differences which will influence your training 
every day. We do not see your training contract as simply 
another hurdle to be overcome on the path to becoming a 
solicitor. We see it as a two year development programme where 
you will have the opportunity not only to strengthen your legal 
knowledge and expertise but also to develop the skills that you 
will need throughout your legal career. 

Your training schedule will be tailored to your needs. We have 
four, six month seats where you will be guided and supported by 
senior lawyers. We encourage a broad range of seats supported 
by structured training in areas of the law and in the practical 
skills you will need.

We recruit trainees with the hope and expectation that they will 
stay with us after qualification so it is essential that we make 
sure they are ready for a role as a junior solicitor. Our depth and 
breadth of expertise and client work allow us to provide real 
“hands on” experience for our trainees. You will work directly 
with clients allowing you to develop your understanding of 
business and commercial environments, your practical legal skills 
such as communication, client-care and business development 
and your legal knowledge.

Join our journey

Victoria Garrad
Partner, Group HR director & training principal

Throughout our growth we have retained our fun, enthusiastic and 
down to earth spirit where team success is just as important as 
personal achievement.

Regular sports, social and community activities help to build 
relationships throughout our business and underpin our friendly and 
supportive culture.

We aim to recruit not only the most able candidates but also those 
who will enjoy being part of our team. Enthusiasm, a can-do attitude 
and a desire to be the best you can be are key attributes for our 
trainees. 

We are looking for trainees who will enjoy working with us and be 
passionate about delivering the best possible service to our clients. 
Some of our trainees and colleagues have set out their thoughts on the 
next few pages and I hope this will give you an insight into our business.

I joined Gateley as a trainee in 1996. I was promoted to partner in 2005 and I sit on both the Operations Board 
and the Strategic Board. I am group HR director and I am delighted to also be the group’s training principal. I am 
passionate about the business and our people, they are the key to our development and the basis of our success. We 
invite you to join our journey!

“The most visible 
difference is our 

innovative and 
entrepreneurial approach 

to providing legal services.”

Why should you train at Gateley Legal? What makes us different?



Bahez Talabani
Trainee solicitor, Birmingham

Meriam Ahmed 
Future trainee solicitor, Guildford

Exposure to key clients Opportunities as a paralegal
Why did you apply to Gateley Legal? 
Gateley Legal is a major UK legal business that is growing at an 
exponential rate but has retained its commitment to individualism and 
being personable. It is important to me that I work in an environment 
that suits my personality. I am quite a sociable person and take pride in 
my work but I also value the importance of being an individual. Gateley 

encourages its employees to be themselves 
and fosters a sociable, welcoming 

environment that makes day-to-day 
office life a pleasant experience. 

The training contract at Gateley Legal 
allows you to undertake significant work 

with major clients but with a greater 
level of responsibility than you might 

find at firms of a similar size. 
The training network is 

comprehensive and 
you receive excellent 
support throughout 
your career. I have now 
spent a year working 
in two different 
departments on 
different floors - both 
have been a great 
experience working 
with ambitious and 
personable people 
which is a testament 
to the environment 
the company 
encourages.  

Why did you apply to Gateley Legal?
I started working at Gateley Legal as a paralegal and quickly 
realised this was a company where I will always be supported 
and encouraged to achieve my goals. I have worked in the most 
supportive team and been given the opportunity to take on 
more responsibility.  It can be quite easy to get lost in the crowd 
in larger firms and feel you are just another number, but that has 
never been the case here. 

What advice would you give to someone who wants to 
pursue a career in law?
Law is not just about academics. You need to be fully committed 
to expanding your knowledge and adapting to different 
situations. You must be confident in your own ability and the 
way you present yourself to colleagues, agents and clients. You 
will always be learning and the law is ever-changing, so this is a 
career for someone who can really throw themselves into that 
lifestyle. 

What social/CSR events are held in/out of the office?
We have a very social office and we will regularly go out for team 
dinners / drinks. Over the summer, we have held a rounders 
event and a barbecue. With regards to CSR events, we have 
an upcoming sports day, along with charity walks, raffles and 
sweepstakes planned. 

What has been the key lesson you have learned during 
your training at Gateley Legal? 
Be yourself. Though the legal profession can be quite traditional 
at times, Gateley Legal stands out for its impressive technical 
lawyers who are also down to earth, sociable people. 

How do you feel Gateley Legal has helped you to 
develop as a lawyer?
I have received excellent feedback and support throughout my 
time as a trainee and there is a mentoring system in place to 
help provide further support. There are plenty of opportunities 
provided to help you learn. In my first seat, a senior partner 
took requests for training sessions that he would then put on 
for us. 

What do you think sets Gateley Legal apart from 
other similar businesses?
We have retained our identity despite our rapid growth since 
we floated on AIM several years ago. We are often ahead of the 
curve e.g. floating, and our recent re-brand to capture more 
than just a legal audience. 

What are the three highlights of the last year for you? 

How are you preparing for the start of your training 
contract?  
I’ve been given more responsibility with more variety in the matters 
that I am handling. I am being encouraged to step out of my comfort 
zone in preparation for my training contract, and have been given a 
lot of practical advice from senior 
members of the team with 
regards to what I can expect. 

If you could describe 
Gateley Legal in one 
word what would it be?
Dynamic.

1
2
3

Completing a major corporate acquisition on my first 
day at the company.  

Attending the Deal Dinner in November with a variety 
of major clients in attendance

Attending a social off-road biking experience with 
major clients. 



Room to breathe
Our Gateley Pride team is busy throughout the year raising 
awareness of LGBT+ issues, history and culture as well as 
organising social events and raising money for related charities.  
All allies subscribe to the company’s commitment to ensuring 
that we have a working environment where everybody can bring 
their whole self to work. 

Inspire recognises that Gateley people need support at different 
times of their lives. This could be when they are returning to 
work after paternity/maternity leave. It can also be when caring 
for a parent or close family member. Inspire is also committed to 
supporting more women in achieving leadership positions within 
the business. 

We also launched ‘Thrive’ which is our health and wellbeing 
initiative. Thrive ensures all employees are supported to build 
personal resilience and maintain good health whilst continuing 
to perform at a consistently high level.



Georgia Horrocks 
Trainee solicitor, Leeds

Matthew Rosenberg 
Trainee solicitor, Leicester

More than a law firm Going in-house on secondment
Describe what a typical day might involve for you
A typical day involves a number of different aspects, which differ by 
day and by which department you are in. In Residential Development, 
a typical day might involve attending a site visit, producing a legal 
report and Land Registry title review, answering client calls and email 

queries, attending a site set-up meeting, 
producing contracts for sale and 

purchase documentation, and 
dealing with day-to-day plot sale 
assistance. In Employment, a 
typical day might involve a client 
meeting (which could be with 
either an individual or an employer 
representative) and follow up 
work, including attendance notes 

and producing employment 
contracts and settlement 

agreements. It could 
also involve research 
tasks on specific 
areas of law (for 
example trade union 
strikes), drafting 
claims and grounds 
of resistance to 
employment claims, 
and even attending 
the employment 

tribunals. In a nutshell, 
every day is different 

and exciting. 

Describe your role as a trainee at Gateley Legal
I view my role as a trainee to help my team as best as I can to 
provide a high quality service for clients. Outside of client work, 
my trainee duties also include organising fundraising events in 
order to raise money for our office charity and arranging social 
events for the office. 

Explain a bit about the work you do on a day-to-day 
basis.
My work alternates between the family and private client teams. 
On the family side, I am working on various divorce matters. This 
will often involve three sets of proceedings: the divorce itself to 
annul the marriage; financial remedy proceedings to decide how 
the assets are divided between husband and wife; and Children 
Act proceedings to determine how the child will spend time 
with each parent. Much of my work will therefore involve liaising 
with the client to take their instructions, negotiating with the 
other side and drafting the relevant documentation to be sent to 
court. On the private client side, I am often tasked with drafting 
Wills for clients based on their instructions. I will also apply for 
Grants of Probate and once received distribute the deceased’s 
estate in accordance with their Will.

What do you think sets Gateley Legal apart from other 
similar businesses?
Gateley Legal is distinct in that it consists of a wider group of 
companies – the Gateley Group. This enables Gateley Legal to 
offer other complementary professional services to our clients 
alongside our core legal services.

The opportunities you are exposed to are great for such an early 
stage of your legal career and you are trusted to get involved 
and complete tasks, including a high level of client contact and 
exposure (which sometimes includes representing the business 
at client events). 

Whilst you may be in one particular department, there’s also the 
possibility of helping other teams when they are busy with tight 
deadlines to achieve for clients. 

You can also get involved in other aspects of the company. We 
attend CSR meetings once a month to discuss up and coming 
charity events (which include planning cocktail nights, bake 
sales, sports activities, sweepstakes and much more). We also 
have social meetings to plan our 2-3 social events per year, 
which have recently included escape rooms, quizzes, a treasure 
hunt around the city and pizza making! After work, we are part 
of the JLD netball league and have games usually once a week, 
where we compete against other law firms in the city, which is a 
great way to network and meet other junior lawyers in the area.

What is one thing about your training contract that 
you weren’t expecting?
I was not expecting the opportunity to be offered a secondment 
which is very exciting. From September 2019, I will be working 
in-house for one of our clients, working on commercial and 
corporate aspects, but also being involved in the day-to-day 
queries that the legal team receive. 

One word to sum up your trainee experience at 
Gateley Legal
Unforgettable.

What do you think makes a good trainee?
Someone who is proactive as opposed to reactive. This may include 
approaching your supervisor to suggest the next steps on a file 
rather than waiting to be told or ringing the client to update them in 
anticipation of them contacting you.

What has been the most
nerve-wracking moment of 
your training contract so far?
Attending a court meeting at 
Leicester County Court the 
purpose of which was for users 
of the court to discuss their 
issues with the court. I had a 
long list of issues which had 
been suggested to me 
by my colleagues. I 
had to explain our 
discontent with 
the court to a 
senior judge who 
examined me on 
each point.

One word 
to sum up 
your trainee 
experience at 
Gateley Legal
Rewarding.



Thomas Quayle 
Trainee solicitor, London

Alexandra-Lee Tennick
Newly qualified,  Manchester

Working together, collaboratively 
and inclusively

Trusted to do

Describe what a typical day might involve for you
One of the things I enjoy about my role at Gateley Legal and the work 
I do is that no day is the same. Being a trainee involves taking on a 

variety of different roles and tasks depending 
on your seat, the matter you are working 
on and the fee earner you are being 
supervised by. A typical day in the 
Corporate team at Gateley could 
involve drafting various ancillary 
documents on a transaction, carrying 
out due diligence on a target company, 
preparing for an all parties completion 

meeting or any number of other 
tasks to help progress a deal 

towards completion. 

With the Banking team, 
I could be drafting and 
negotiating corporate 
authorisations or 
security documentation, 
collating condition 
precedent 
documentation/
evidence or sitting in 
and contributing to an all 
parties conference call. 

Why did you decide to train as a solicitor?
I had an unconventional route into law. I studied English 
Literature at university, and decided to convert to law when I 
realised a lot of the skills I had acquired during my degree were 
applicable to being a solicitor. I am ambitious, and liked the 
fact that law was a career ladder. I also like the people-focused 
nature of the work. As a solicitor, you are working closely with 
colleagues, clients and even the other side. 

How did you find the transition from trainee to 
qualified solicitor?
At the time of writing this, I have a couple of weeks left in my 
trainee role. I expect the transition to newly qualified will go 
smoothly. I am already being trusted to work at newly qualified 
level and have already had discussions with the team as to how 
my newly qualified career should progress. The team wants 
newly qualifieds to succeed and encourages them to develop 
their technical skills early on. 

How much client contact do you have?
I have had a lot of client contact in all my seats throughout my 
training contract. Construction is brilliant for client contact. As 
a trainee, you are expected to deal with clients by telephone, 
email and in person. We are invited to all networking events 
and encouraged to make our own connections with clients and 
develop our own network, even at trainee level. 

Even if you have planned what you are going to work on that day 
this could be completely changed by a sudden urgent matter 
that comes in. This has helped me gain a good insight into the 
work each team undertakes and the variety is one thing I really 
enjoy about the job.

As well as the fee earning work, as a trainee I am heavily involved 
in both the social and CSR committees. We meet regularly to 
discuss and organise various socials and charity events to raise 
money for our nominated office charity- in London this year 
it’s our local MIND centre that provides support in the City, 
Hackney and Waltham Forest. This is a great opportunity to not 
only organise some fun events for the office but to also network 
internally. Over the last few months the social committee have 
hosted an evening at Flight Club in Bloomsbury whilst the CSR 
team have been busy running morning yoga sessions on our roof 
terrace overlooking St Paul’s Cathedral. As well as organising and 
attending social events, I have been included in marketing and 
business development events from the very start of my training 
contract which has seen me attend team specific conferences, 
pitches to prospective clients and evening events with current 
clients and other professionals within the market.

What advice would you give to someone who wants to 
pursue a career in law?
Take advantage of every opportunity and experience that will 
inform you about the legal sector and at the same time improve 
your CV. Whether that be through speaking to juniors or HR 
advisors at law fairs, attending law firm open days or completing 
informal work experience placements.

How do you feel Gateley Legal has helped you to develop as 
a lawyer?
Every team is supportive. This means you have the confidence to ask 
questions and learn as you move through your training contract. Every 
experience I have had has taught me a different skill or a different 
way to approach a situation. I have always felt like I could check my 
thought process with an experienced 
colleague. This has helped me to 
develop confidence, even if that’s 
confidence in being able to ask 
when I don’t know!

One word to sum up your 
trainee experience at 
Gateley Legal
Unique.  



People and the communities where we work are at the heart of our business. Every year our CSR representatives 
work with our charity partners, getting involved in fundraising activities and making a difference.

Trainees from each office are CSR representative and are responsible for organising events throughout the year, gathering volunteers to 
assist with such events and liaising with the chosen office charities. Across our business, we’ve raised more than £1.5 million over the past 
decade for our chosen charities and community projects, as well as donating many hours to support these very deserving causes.

The current office charities are as follows:

Corporate social responsibility

Birmingham Manchester Leeds Leicester

Reading Nottingham GuildfordLondon

The Buddy Bag 
Foundation

St Ann’s Hospice Simon on the Streets Leicester Children’s 
Holidays

St Michael’s Hospice 
(North Hampshire)

Framework Mind Bliss for babies born 
premature or sick



Natasha Dawe
Newly qualified, Nottingham

Sadia Zaman 
Newly qualified, Reading

Sharing in the group’s success Forward thinking, inventive and commercial
Why did you apply to Gateley Legal?
At the time of applying, Gateley had just floated on AIM and was the 
first law firm to do so. I was drawn to the fact that Gateley was clearly 
ambitious and looking to buck the trend of the more traditional law 
firm model. 
 

Since becoming a trainee at Gateley 
Legal, my self-confidence has grown 

which is a direct result of the high 
level of supervision and variety of 
work that I have been involved 
in. The CSR opportunities are 
also fantastic, and with the 
support of the business, I have 

been fortunate enough to 
take part in the Blenheim 

Triathlon in May 2019 and 
the Nottingham Half 
Marathon in September 
2019, raising money 
for numerous national 
charities. 

In addition, the 
employee sharesave 
scheme is a really 
exciting prospect - 
now even as a junior 
member of the team, 

I can benefit from the 
success of the business!

Explain a little about the Reading office
From the moment I arrived I was greeted with friendliness and 
enthusiasm - I pretty much met everybody in one morning. 
The teams within the office all get along with each other and 
there are regular catch ups with other team members at the 
Nespresso machine. I can’t talk about the Reading office without 
mentioning the views! I’d say the office environment in Reading 
is probably the best I’ve encountered as you’re overlooking the 
town of Reading from the 13th floor of The Blade building. 

Which was your favourite seat?
Real Estate and I have qualified into this department. Gateley 
Legal has a really good mix of real estate finance work and pure 
commercial property work which I love. Also, I could not have 
qualified into a more supportive team. 

How did you find the transition from trainee to 
qualified solicitor?
I found this to be relatively smooth. The team have been 
incredibly supportive and you’re not expected to magically know 
everything overnight, it’s still a learning curve. All that has really 
changed is that I feel more confident in my role and knowledge 
and more is expected of me in terms of independently driving 
a transaction forward, but the team are still there for any help I 
need.

What has been the key lesson you have learned while 
you have been at Gateley Legal? 
If you are struggling, do not be afraid to ask for help. Your 
supervisor and other members of the team are there to support 
you, just as much as you are there to support them. Suffering 
in silence is no help to anyone, whether it is your workload, 
drafting a particular piece of work or just your general wellbeing. 

Your three top tips for others that are applying to 
Gateley Legal 

How much responsibility does a trainee have over their 
work?
On a scale of 1 to 10, definitely a 10! You are responsible for getting 
your work in final form before having it signed off by your supervisor. 
That being said, you have the opportunity to clarify if you don’t 
understand and revise your draft if there are any mark ups. I would 
say that the attitude is definitely to 
try and have a go yourself first, 
but the support is there if you 
need it. 

If you could describe 
Gateley Legal in one 
word what would it be?
Innovative.

1

2

3

Be yourself – Gateley Legal isn’t a company that looks 
for a certain ‘type’ of candidate. Realistically, candidates 
will all have similar grades, so letting your personality 
shine through in the long form answers is the key to 
standing out.  

Do your research – make sure you visit the company’s 
website to stay on top of recent deals that we 
have been involved in, as well as each offices’ CSR 
commitments. This is all useful information when 
considering why you want to join Gateley Legal. 

Check, double check then check again – you’d be 
surprised at the number of grammatical and spelling 
errors you can make subconsciously. Make sure you 
double check your application (or have someone else 
check it for you) to ensure it is error free; these small 
mistakes can leave a bad impression. 



We are looking for graduates who want a career 
in law and are inspired by the different approach 
that Gateley is taking as a legal and professional 
services group.

Our programme is designed to give you all of the skills and 
experiences needed to equip you for life as a qualifed solicitor. 
The two-year programme is split into four six-month seats. You 
will usually spend at least one six-month seat in a contentious 
department, corporate discipline and real estate discipline and 
one seat where we work to place you in a department of your 
choice.  

Our application process

It’s important we are the right fit for each other so we recruit 
trainee solicitors through our Summer Vacation Placements 
(SVP) which take place in June and July each year in all of our 
English offices. Open to second-year law students, third/final-
year non-law students and postgraduates, our SVPs last two 
weeks. The placements offer a snapshot of training with us; 
you will perform duties similar to those of a trainee and have 
involvement in day-to-day departmental work. 

Our training contracts Career path
When reviewing SVP applications, we look for:

 Strong academics including an expected or obtained 
 2:1 undergraduate degree classification

 Ambition
 Commerciality
 Vision 
 Excellent communication and interpersonal skills. 

You can apply for an SVP in November before the June/July 
placement the following year. If you’re successful, you’ll attend 
a half-day assessment at one of our offices in March/April and 
meet lots of our people. If it’s a yes after this step, you’ll be 
asked which SVP date works best for you and we’ll see you again 
in the summer! At the end of your two week placement, you will 
know if you have been offered a training contract. 
If you would like to apply for our SVP, please visit our website 
following the link below and submit your application. 

Diversity is at the heart of our culture; a diverse workforce 
reflects our client base and we value the different skills and 
experience of people from all backgrounds and of all ages. Our 
number one priority is finding the best talent. 

Complete the LPC at the University of Law

Begin two year training contract

Qualify as a solicitor

Associate

Senior associate

Legal director / partner

gateleyplc.com/trainees

Law students
Apply in penultimate year of university 
and afterwards for SVP placements 
and training contracts with us.

Non-law students
Apply in final year of degree and 
afterwards for SVP and training 
contracts with us.

Complete the GDL at the 
University of Law.



Jacob Robinson
Partner, Banking

Merran Sewell 
Partner, Employment 

Trainee to partner

During the first few years following qualification, I spent my time 
working on transactions advising clients from both a debt and 
equity perspective. 

Whilst my original focus was on Private Equity, I found I was 
spending the majority of my time advising clients on the debt 
aspects and it was at that point that I became a member of the 
Banking & Finance team. I was promoted to associate in 2007, 
senior associate in 2010 and then to partner in 2013, when I 
moved to London to help develop the practice in the City.

Having spent over 15 years with the business, it is needless to 
say that I have enjoyed and still enjoy my time here. 

This is due to the variety of the clients I work for, the huge range 
of transactions I work on but, more importantly, the people I 
work with.

It has been exciting to be part of the significant growth 
experienced by the Gateley group over the last 10 years 
including the opening of many new offices. 

As clichéd as it may sound, I have had a fantastic 15 years at the 
business. The fact that it feels as though it was only last week 
that I first stepped through the door as a slightly bewildered 
vacation student, is probably indicative of how quickly the time 
has gone and how enjoyable it’s been.

Since that time I have enjoyed a highly 
rewarding career with the business, 

gaining technical experience in 
my chosen area of law while also 
being fully supported in my desire 
to participate fully in the local 
community through committee 
positions and most recently Trustee 
of a local charity. 

My day-to-day role within the 
business involves advising a 

predominantly employer 
client base on the full 

spectrum of employment 
law issues that they may 
encounter; from how 
best to manage the 
long-term sickness 
absence of a single 
employee to advising 
on complex projects 
such as those involving 

the restructuring of 
certain teams or an 

entire business or which 

There are sometimes challenging, 
difficult days, there always will be as a 
solicitor, but it’s having a supportive 
team around you that helps you 
not just get through them, 
but look forward to the next 
challenge.

might attract the TUPE Regulations. I am also regularly involved 
in Employment Tribunal litigation, supporting clients with a 
wide range of claims from unfair dismissal and discrimination 
complaints to multi-party litigation involving matters such as 
the TUPE Regulations or National Minimum Wage compliance. 
I also regularly advise clients in respect of the drafting and 
enforcement of restrictive covenants in order to reduce the 
competitive threat posed by staff when they leave. I’m delighted 
to still be working with clients that I initially started advising as 
a fresh-faced newly qualified many years ago and to have built 
such long-lasting client relationships. This gives me immense 
satisfaction. 

My team also supports our corporate colleagues on a range of 
corporate transactions including sales, acquisitions and business 
transfers. This provides a great opportunity for team working 
and building relationships with colleagues across the group.
During my time with Gateley I have seen considerable growth 
including the opening of a number of new offices and of course 
becoming the first UK law firm to float on the London Stock 
Exchange. For me, it’s been the best of both worlds to be a 
longstanding member of a business with a culture and set of 
values that echo my own while witnessing, and contributing to, 
continued expansion and success which brings dynamism and 
freshness to the business. At Gateley, people have space to 
be themselves and contribute to our success in their own way 
based on their individual strengths and interests.

I originally started at Gateley on a summer vacation placement in August 2000 where I was assessed, interviewed and 
offered a training contract starting in September 2002. My training contract consisted of seats in the Restructuring, 
Corporate, Property and Banking & Finance departments following which I chose to qualify into the Corporate team 
focusing on Private Equity. 

I was offered a training contract with the business in the summer of 2002 and after completing my Legal Practice 
Course at the Birmingham College of Law I started my training contract in 2004, completing seats in Residential 
Development, Commercial Dispute Resolution, Employment and Corporate. I had always thought that I would want to 
qualify into the Employment team and I was delighted that a role was available, within the Birmingham office, upon 
qualification. I was promoted to associate, senior associate and subsequently to partner in 2017.



Summer vacation placement
John Lamb completed a summer vacation 
placement at Gateley Legal in July 2019. He 
studied Law at The University of York.

What did you do during your SVP?

I found the SVP really engaging, well-structured and rounded. On 
day one we had a relaxed but comprehensive induction to the 
company and its systems, which set us up for a strong start. My seat 
was with the commercial real estate team where I gained hands-on 
experience of real matters and contributed to the team’s output. 
The work was genuinely interesting and, after two weeks, I could 
see how far my drafting skills had developed. More importantly, I 
could see how those drafting skills had helped enable a nationwide 
retailer to restructure its property portfolio into a more robust and 
sustainable business model.

On the SVP you will have the opportunity to get involved in some 
great work for great clients, but there is also a strong social side. 
Whilst Gateley people are commercial and hard working, they have 
a fun side too, which is an important balance. I thoroughly enjoyed 
spending time with the same people outside of the office and we 
were invited to numerous social events and dinners throughout the 
two week placement.

What did you feel that you gained from the placement?

The Gateley SVP is a unique opportunity to spend time within the 
business and gain an understanding of what it is about in practice 
– its culture, values, people, working styles, business groups and 
so on – beyond what is written in the brochures. Crucially, it 
confirmed to me that Gateley Legal is committed to creating a 
fantastic environment in which to develop and I came away with a 
genuine impression that they, as a business, are ambitious for their 
people’s success. They are offering a lot more than just the chance 
to complete a training contract and this was the company where I 
could see a thriving career ahead.

Which were the most enjoyable - and most challenging - 
aspects of the scheme?

The most enjoyable aspect of the SVP was being paired with a 
supervisor and team who were genuinely invested in my success. 
When you can see that those around you want you to succeed too, 
the pressure falls away and you can focus on delivering. I particularly 
enjoyed the many 1-2-1 meetings where I gained invaluable 
mentoring and support. We were also invited to briefings for each 
of the business groups which was a chance to appreciate the huge 
variety of the work that Gateley Legal solicitors do and to consider 
what type of field you find most captivating.

The most challenging aspect of any scheme is that there is a lot 
riding on it. You have two weeks ahead of you and you naturally 

Dates for your diary

October & November 2019 
Gateley Legal will be attending university law fairs

1 November 2019
Applications open for 2020 Summer Vacation Placements

10 February 2020
Closing date for receiving Summer Vacation Placement 
applications

June and July 2020
Successful candidates take part in Summer Vacation 
Placements in all Gateley Legal offices in England

September 2022
Training contracts commence

Follow us on social...
   @GateleyLegal 

   /company/gateley-legal

 
Or visit our website for our latest insights, videos 
and podcasts: gateleyplc.com/insight

want to show the best version of yourself. The question is, how 
do you prepare for the challenges ahead when a lot of these 
are unknown events that are difficult to prepare for in advance.
What made the SVP so enjoyable is that they are not looking 
to stress-test you. It comes down to you and your qualities, 
qualities that you can draw upon to confidently perform. 
Demonstrate your enthusiasm, be adaptable and proactive, 
display a degree of curiosity, and show you can be trusted to 
do by being attentive to your work. If you have experience of 
how to act in an office or service-led environment, excellent, 
but if not, soak it all up and learn whilst you are there.

Is there one key thing that you took away from the 
experience that you would pass on as advice to 
others?

Gateley Legal goes to a lot of effort to make you feel welcome. 
Be enthusiastic and engaging too. Seize the many opportunities 
to get involved because it will make your placement very 
fulfilling. Gateley people are genuinely very personable and 
down to earth and I was struck by how generous everyone was 
with their time. Be sure you get to know people and nurture 
relationships because the personalities of the people here are 
remarkable. This is, after all, a two-way process and you will 
be lucky to find people here that are genuinely interested in 
getting to know you and who are ambitious for your success. 
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